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Frederick Delius
REQUIEM

for Soprano and Baritone Soli, double Chorus and Orchestra

Pocket Score 10/-

Full score and parts for hire.

A careless interpretation might well cause disappointment in the earlier part of the work, but this is real, unique music by any standards.

The Times

Much of the music is magical and suffused with the Delius beauties of harmony and scoring that we know so well.

The Liverpool Post
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Igor Stravinsky

INTROITUS — T. S. Eliot in Memoriam
for Male Chorus and Chamber Ensemble

Full Score 12/6 Pocket Score 4/6
Score and Parts for hire Duration: 4 minutes

The effect was gentle, ascetic and allusive to mediaeval modes, though the technique used was 20th-century chrome-plated serialism.

Chicago Daily News

VARIATIONS — Aldous Huxley in Memoriam

Full Score 20/- Pocket Score 7/6
Score and Parts for hire Duration: 5 minutes

Variations eschews the traditional theme-and-variations patterns for row and rhythmic values. It employs a moderate orchestra, with a single body of violins, not to catch the crowd, but to affirm the composer’s post-tonal convictions without loss of individuality or identity.

Chicago American
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